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Upwaltham Circular Walk  
 
An amazing walk with spectacular views across the downs, into the weald and also 
beyond to the sea. It includes visiting the two WWII memorials to the airmen lost in 
the two crashes in 1944 and 1945.   
 
How to get there: By bus on the A285 road; the No. 99 bus route Petworth – 
Duncton – Chichester. The bus stop is opposite/adjacent to Upwaltham House Farm, 
Upwaltham (opposite Church Lane).  
 
Length of route: circular walk of just over 5 miles (8.700 km) by byways and footpaths, 
beginning and ending at the Church of St Mary the Virgin, Upwaltham.  
 
Terrain: steep in places (total ascent 285 meters) on chalk and flint but muddy in 
places depending on the weather. Farmland and woodland.  Dog and child friendly but 
please note that this is a working farming countryside, so please shut gates as you go 
and collect your litter! 
 

The Walk: 

Entering Church Lane from the A285: the entrance to 
the lane has a flint well house to one side and a post 
box to the other.   

Walk up the lane to the Church of St Mary the Virgin, 
known as the ‘Church in the Field’.  The listed Grade I 
flint building is open all day and is well worth a visit.  A 
small, tranquil drover’s church of Norman origins, it is 
one of only three apsidal ended medieval churches in 
Sussex. A history of Upwaltham is usually available 
inside the church if you would like to find out more.  

A memorial plaque to the crews of the WWII aircraft both of which tragically crashed 
into the Downs either side of the Upwaltham Valley in 1944 and 1945 is also sited 
inside on the wall by the South Porch door.   

Visit the National Heritage List for England website to view the list entry description for 
the church:  https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-list/list-entry/1026165  
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Walk Section 1: to first WWII Memorial 

 

  
 

 

 

Walk past the church on the track behind 
and turn left up a steep chalk track with 
fields either side. 

Continuing up you will see a signpost, which 
directs you onwards to the edge of woodland 
(below).  

View towards the sea from 
the memorial site. 

Turn right along the edge of the field (slightly uphill) towards the 1944 Avro 
Lancaster DV382 KC-J crash site memorial which lists the crew members lost 
(above).  There is also growing stone cairn to the side.  
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Carry on walking to the top edge of the field 
and you will see a left hand turn leading 
through woodland; the entrance is marked by 
a signpost and a large beech tree (follow the 
dog!). 

Follow the footpath through the woodland: tip – 
best place to see carpets of bluebells and 
wildflowers in the Spring.  

Coming out of the woodland at the Old Hunt Post and meeting the South 
Downs Way. 

Walk Section 2: to A285 
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Turn right at the crossroads, following a tree 
shaded track to the field gate at the end.  

The South Downs Way continues over farmland and 
you can see Littleton Farm at the head of the 
Upwaltham Valley. 

Follow the signpost situated 
halfway across the field.  

 

Coming down the hill you can see the South Downs Way stretching out before you 
to the other side of the Valley.  
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At the bottom of the hill, the track leads 
you down to the A285 road, which you 
will need to cross to join the South 
Downs Way on the other side of the 
valley.  

The South Downs Way meeting the A285 road.  

Note there is also a bus stop here that serves 
the Petworth – Duncton – Chichester route, No. 
99 bus. This is a busy and quite fast road, so 
cross carefully to the track the other side of the 
road.   

Follow the curving and 
steep (in parts) track to 
the next signpost on 
the edge of woodland, 
then keep following the 
track upwards into 
open fields. Note: on 
the right hand side of 
the track going up the 
hill are two cross ridge 
dykes (Bronze Age 
linear earthworks) 
while at the top of the 
field the most visible 
cross ridge dyke can 
be seen on either side 
of the track (see the 
National Heritage List for 
England; entry no. 
1005834 for details).   

Walk Section 3: to the second WWII 
Memorial and End of walk 
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At the end of the footpath, follow the track to the right which leads off into woodland: 

Carry on until you reach the edge of the National Trust’s Slindon Estate (above) and 
take the bridleway to the right (above and below). 

At the next signpost, take the right hand turn and continue straight on.  
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Keep following the next signpost straight on through the woodland (West Wood); you 
will also be walking over another Cross Dyke (Double Cross Dyke on Upwaltham Hill, List 
Entry no. 1018061). 

Coming out of the woodland, you will find yourself at the top of the hill with the WWII 
memorial to the crew of the lost C-47 Skytrain (Dakota) on the edge of the 
woodland. A stone cairn is also now set beside the memorial.  
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Follow the footpath across the field as the track 
starts to descend down the hill. Another cross 
dyke bisects the track on either side as you go 
down the hill (NHLE: 500m and 620m SE of 
Upwaltham Farm, list entry no.1018060). 

Coming down the hill towards Upwaltham Farm 
with a picturesque view of the Church of St 
Mary the Virgin. 
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Turn right at the bottom of the track, following the signpost and continue along the 
track (past a walled garden) until you meet the gate onto the A285. Walk a few feet 
up the A285 on the verge and cross the road carefully, then walk up the chalk track 
the other side of the road, turning left onto the track back to the church.  

 

 

Signpost by a 
brick and flint 
wall. 

View of the gate onto the A285 
from across the field. 

Gate onto the A285 with the track 
to the church across the road, 
just to the right.  


